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A list of techniques for distribution of color would describe the basic structure of Matthias 
Schaufler’s paintings very well. His paintings, exhibited at Galerie Cinzia Friedlaender in Berlin, 
display traces of color with slight extension, which are applied, tipped and if need be rolled on in 
short strokes with brushes and palette-knives of varying sizes. Occasionally there are larger areas 
of scrawled paint; they are however so scarce, and their intensity so slight, that these paintings 
are dominated by the more pastose yet small elements of dabs, blots, flecks and speckles – as insular 
and widespread as they may be. It is only through the successive accumulation of hundreds of such 
gesticulations, adjacent or overlaying, that an area of varying density and structure is created.

If you were to break down arbitrary quadrants of for example ten centimeters lengthwise, the as-
certainable acts of painting within could almost be seen as independent works. There are al-
ways enough, varying things happening. Micro-gestures produce swells and masses of col-
or chords, which are not to be overlooked. They are noticeably the outcome of long and tedious 
growth; they can lead to quite weighty results. At the same time Schaufler’s way of paint-
ing seems broken and unsettled; the individual movements seem themselves inhibited, truncated and 

abrupt. Gestures react to earlier gestures; sometimes these are also deliberately crossed out. 

This finding applies to all the paintings in this exhibition, although they can differ in detail and in 
their cumulative effect. The paintings called “Imkerin” [Beekeeper] (2011) can reach majestic heights 
of up to three meters and are mostly dominated by island-like, spiral gestures distributed over the 
surface. A mid-format like “Rue des Feuillades” (2011) contrarily gets on largely without these quickly 
plotted squiggles; it is intensified by other gestural input and by a color palette twice the size. This 
painting therefore seems more compressed and splattered, yes also more scintillating (it resembles 
high-resolution visualizations of high-energy subatomic events). In spite of the differences, the ad-
dition, as difficult as it is to trace, of individual elements produce a respectively similar swirly 
arrangement, that often collects towards the center and aerates at the edge, letting the prime coat 
there be. The paradoxical effect is that Schaufler’s paintings seem to be configured simultaneously 
centrifugal and concentric – a free configuration of elements then does become somehow hierarchical.
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Matthias Schaufler
“Imkerin II”, 2011

At first glance this seems like the abstractions of a late-Baroque swarming turmoil, but it could 
also be a light regress to informal or abstract impressionism.1  However the historicity of 
these paintings appears – references, connections to traditions and actually-looks-like impuls-
es don’t bring you further. Schaufler doesn’t practice a genealogy of painting; there is nei-
ther a subtle play nor a quick reproduction of historical styles. Nor is he reacting melancholi-
cally to the marginalized status of painting or its supposed passing. The moment of here and now 
is far more decisive. This “contemporary” moment brushes on the actuality of the act of expres-
sion when painting. The considerations and decisions, which are fundamental to it, aren’t actu-
ally without presuppositions, yet these only apply in the concrete case of a painting or a series. 
The finite painting surface accounts for the fact that something actually has taken place here.

What has taken place here doesn’t just reveal itself on the level of the small gestures, it is also 
revealed in the title “Imkerin” [Beekeeper] and the implications it yields. Although it’s an exhibi-
tion of abstract paintings, this name brings to mind a woman in a body suit. Thus, the initial im-
pression of abstract multifariousness is inverted, giving rise to a theme, which above all irritates 
as it links to something sexually-laden or the relations of desire. Because in contrary to an astro-
naut, a welding operator or a virologist, who have to be just as meticulous, a beekeeper works close 
to nature so to speak. She coordinates a system of cultivation and of biological exchange.2  Yet a 
verdict also meets the titular entity. Schaufler articulates this by portraying the topic – elucidated 
in the title – of a female non-nude, deciding then to cross it out. The subjugated figurative ele-
ment is only noticeable in the intensive gestures in the painting and a few skin-toned brush strokes.
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This effacement is most likely also aggressive. It urges the object, the female body (which played 
a roll in some of Schaufler’s earlier series like “Viridian,” 2008), to become defensive. By mak-
ing the object virtual, Schauffler transfers the libidinous-laden motif into painting, in which li-
bidinous is then alternatively achieved. Here a sort of counter-reformation in the painting impulse 
paradoxically changes into a disinterested pleasure. This pleasure presupposes a marginalized desire 
as the gateway to beauty. This tension was already formed in the relation of the concentric and cen-
trifugal moments mentioned above; their subtext creates the motif of the beekeeper. This invisible 
motif centers the image, whose effacement elicited and strengthened the forces that reach its edge. 

These opposing forces are not restricted to the subjects of these paintings, they can be applied to painting 
in itself as well. This isn’t just about the mere virtuosity in the multifariousness of the painting style, 
but rather areas are interlaced, whose conflict cannot be resolved. That would be initially on the level of 
the illusory and the visually attractive, then on the level of each subject’s context. The context then 
must be subordinated; or rather competence has to be worked out through this subordination. Thirdly, the 
realm of that which is uncodified and difficult to assimilate, that could be captured in the term trauma. 

To suppose Lacan’s formulation of the mental apparatus is not entirely false. When applied to artistic 
production the triad of the imaginary, the symbolic and the real also serve as a model for a necessary 
and sufficient categorization. That would make sense for the first two points easily enough. For the third, 
a reference to a definition in Adorno’s aesthetic theory would serve well to illustrate. For Adorno, art 
has to be “always and forever something transgressive.”3  Here he means the circumstances, which artistic 
production forces on a viewer; or rather assumptions, which either have to be exposed or objected to. 

With Schaufler a self-harm intrinsic to artistic production is also at play. He has activated a style 
of painting, which can only be generalized under the condition that pretense splits with general 
application so that it can situated on the basis of a complete anomaly. In doing so the identifica-
tion of subjective courses of action and the difficult requisites of their arrangement are touched: 
That something is not done because of me, but also cannot be done without. Opposing pairs like 
doubt and certainty, figurativeness and abstraction, reason and intuition, autonomy and heteronomy 
look good in press releases; however they refer to fundamental contradictions, which Schaufler con-
structs here. In return, the painting seems to continuously appropriate them and even them out. 

Matthias Schaufler, “Imkerin,” Galerie Cinzia Friedlaender, Berlin, April 12th to June 9th, 2012.

1 They could be casually compared to Cy Twombly’s paintings; although the expressive mo-
ment only operates in a more or less isolated form in Schaufler’s paintings, they only really 
resemble Twombly’s on a thumbnail level. A more fitting reference here would be Joan Mitchell.
2 Here I am associating Proust’s metaphorization of coincidental yet necessary encounters when 
describing the first meeting of Charlus and Jupien, insect and blossom, bumble bee and orchid. 
3  „….schlechterdings und stets ein Verletzendes und dass es dort, wo es nicht mehr ver-
letzt, sondern wo es ganz und gar in die geschlossene Oberfläche der Erfahrung sich einfügt, ei-
gentlich aufgehört hat, überhaupt ein lebendiges Kunstwerk zu sein.“ Theodor W. Adorno, Ästhetik 
(1958/59), in: Nachgelassene Schriften, Abt. IV: Vorlesungen Bd. 3, Frankfurt/Main 2009, S. 271.

Translated by: Michael Ladner
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